
Impressionism 
and Fin de Siècle



French Nationalism

�• After the Franco-Prussian 
war
�–Defeated and embarrassed
�–Culture was a point of pride

�• Language (how it was said just 
as important as what was said)

�• Food (how it was produced and 
presented as important as taste)

�• Art/literature/music (technique 
was critical)



Principles of the Classical

�• Forms
�• Classical themes
�• Static style
�• International

Principles of the Romantic

�• Expansion of forms 
�• Personal emotions
�• Dynamics
�• National



New Art Direction in 19th C

�• Art centered in Paris
�–Belle époque
�–Architecture from this time 

prevalent today

�• New subjects, styles, 
techniques and meanings
�–Criticized as departing 

from the classical and, 
therefore, suspect of 
degrading French values



Impressionism in Painting

�• Exploration of light 
and technique in 
actual outdoor settings
�– New pigment methods

�• Group of like-minded 
artists in Paris

�• Reflects middle class
�• Most popular 

movement today (but 
not back then)



Claude Monet
Impression: Sunrise



Claude Monet

Rouen Cathedral: 
Full Sunlight





Claude Monet

Japanese 
Bridge at 
Giverny



Édouard Manet
Le Dejeuner sur l�’Herbe



Édouard Manet
A bar at the Folies-Bergère



Édouard Manet

The Fifer



Pierre Auguste Renior



Renior

Girls at the 
Piano



Edgar Degas
Rehearsal of a Ballet on Stage



Edgar Degas

The Glass of Absinthe



Post-impressionism in painting

�• Not an art school (rather, a 
movement of individuals)
�–Rejected impressionism in different 

ways
�–Grouped together today for historical 

purposes



Paul Cezanne

Self 
Portrait



Paul Cezanne

View Over
Mont Sainte-
Victoire



Georges Seurat
A Sunday on La Grande Jalette



Vincent van Gogh
The Starry Night



"I dream of painting and then I paint 
my dream."

�– Vincent Van Gogh



Vincent van Gogh
Sunflowers



Paul Gauguin

La Orana
Maria



Henri de Toulousse-Lautrec

At the 
Moulin-
Rouge



Fauvism and Expressionism 

�• Inspired by Van Gogh
�–Depart more from tradition
�–Emotions of the artists
�–Means �“wild beasts�”



Henri Matisse

The Red 
Room



Edvard
Munch

The Scream



Erich Heckel
Two Men at a Table



Sculpture

�• Auguste Rodin
�– Brought new life
�– Classical style with 

modern technique
�– The Thinker
�– The Kiss
�– Balzac



Rodin's "The Burghers of Calais"



�“I choose a block of marble and chop 
off whatever I don�’t need.�”

-Francois Auguste Rodin (1840-1917)



Architecture

�• Frame construction
�– Crystal Palace
�– Eiffel tower

�• Parisian style 
building
�– Mansard roofs of 

moderate height
�– Copied by other cities
�– Style and feeling of 

beauty



Impressionist Music

�• Music and Language
�–What is being said? Where does it go?
�–Brahms: Violin Concerto in D major
�–Claude Debussy: �…Afternoon of a Faun
�–Like standing in a garden and just 

looking around 

�• Less emotion (subdued)
�–Debussy: Clair de Lune



Impressionist Music

�• Maurice Ravel
�– Slightly more rhythm and Form
�– Pavanne for a Dead Princess
�– Bolero (use of repetition)

�• Igor Stravinsky
�– Dance seen as the focus of the music
�– Ivan Tsarevich captures the Firebird
�– Firebird Infernal Dance (asymmetric rhythms)
�– Rite of Spring (tonic asserted by repetition and 

sexuality)



Psychological Literature

�• Feodor Dostoevsky
�–Crime and Punishment
�–The Brothers Karamazov

�• Friedrich Nietzsche



Henrik Ibsen:
A Doll�’s House

Helmer Torvold appeals to: 
�• Knowledge
�• Duty
�• Religion
�• Ethics 



HELMER. What madness this is! �… Oh, in your blind inexperience-
NORA. I must try to gain experience, Torvald.
HELMER. To forsake your home, your husband, and your children! And 

you don't consider what the world will say.
NORA. I can pay no heed to that. I only know that I must do it.
HELMER. This is monstrous! Can you forsake your holiest duties in this 

way?
NORA. What do you consider my holiest duties?
HELMER. Do I need to tell you that? Your duties to your husband 

and your children.
NORA. I have other duties equally sacred.
HELMER. Impossible! What duties do you mean?
NORA. My duties towards myself.
HELMER. Before all else you are a wife and a mother.
NORA. That I no longer believe. I believe that before all else I am a 

human being, just as much as you are- or at least that I should 
try to become one�…

A Doll�’s House:
Appeal to Knowledge, Duty



HELMER. Are you not clear about your place in your own 
home? Have you not an infallible guide in questions like 
these? Have you not religion?

NORA. Oh, Torvald, I don't really know what religion is.
HELMER. What do you mean?
NORA. I know nothing but what Pastor Hansen told me when I 

was confirmed. He explained that religion was this and 
that. When I get away from all this and stand alone, I 
will look into that matter too. I will see whether what 
he taught me is right, or, at any rate, whether it is 
right for me.

HELMER. Oh, this is unheard of! And from so young a woman! 
But if religion cannot keep you right, let me appeal to 
your conscience- for I suppose you have some moral 
feeling? Or, answer me: perhaps you have none?

A Doll�’s House:
Appeal to Religion, Ethics



HELMER. Must I always be a stranger to you, 
NORA. [taking her traveling-bag] Yes. Unless it were to 

happen�–the most wonderful thing of all�–
HELMER. What?
NORA. Unless we both could change so that�–Oh, Torvald! I no 

longer believe in miracles, you see!
HELMER. Tell me! Let me believe! Unless we both could change 

so that�–?
NORA. �–So that our life together might truly be a marriage. 

Good-bye.
HELMER. [sinks into a chair by the door with his face in his 

hands] Nora! Nora! [he looks around the room and 
rises] She is gone! How empty it all seems! [a hope 
springs up in him] The most wonderful thing of all�–?

A Doll�’s House:
Conclusion



Thank You


